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ABSTRACT
The circuit topologies of audio electronics that have been judged to have good sound quality in open-loop subjective tests are examined

to identify any consistently recurring attribute of the designs that might be responsible for their claimed sonic superiority. No such t0Polog-
ical feature was identified, thus confirming the results of controlled listening tests which show these devices to have no sonic signature.

0 INTRODUCTION factor"--that is, undiscovered except by the designer--must be consid-
ered to achieve good sound quality [2].

Controlled listening tests have consistently shown that electrical In this paper we examine the circuit topologies of audio equip-
components Will be audibly indistinguishable if they have: (1) flat fre- ment. Our goal is to see, by examining the circuit topologies, if some
quency response, (2) noise and distortion levels below audible thresh- new design approach is being used that would not have been used if the
olds, (3) high input impedance and low output impedance [1]. Despite design had been developed simply to achieve good results in traditional
this, many audiophiles still hold that audible differences exist. Audio- bench measurements. We concentrated the analysis on equipment that
philes present a number of spurious reasons for their belief that con- had received favorable reviews as a result of open-loop listening tests.
trolled listening tests fail to reveal the differences in the components. It should be noted that open-loop listening tests of the same piece of
No amount of reasoning, by professionals in the field, have dissuaded equipment often lead to very different conclusions and reviews. Those
audiophiles in the belief that the sonic differences exist. One reason for who support the open-loop listening method can only cite loudspeaker
the audiophiles' continued belief in sonic differences is that they are reviews as consistent [3].
exposed to a significant amount of technical or semitechnical informa- None of the audio equipment examined in this paper has been de-
tion about why the components sound better, from the manufacturers, signed to change the sound intentionally by introducing frequency-
dealers, and the press. The designers claim that some undiscovered "X response errors or nonlinear distortion. At first blush it would appear



obvious that a designer would not purposely color the sound of his de-
sign, but it has been observed that it becomes is easier to sell products
in the high-end market if they do change the sound. The single-ended
class A 20-watt triode amplifier craze is an example of this. Audio-

philes have a tendency to assume that if a product sounds different it
must be better [2].

Our surveys of the designs said to "sound good" have shown lit-
tle commonality among the topologies [4], [5], [6]. The surveys yielded
a comparison of basic topologies, shown for preamplifiers in Table 1
and for power amplifiers in Table 2. A quick scan will show how ran-
dom the design topologies are. If a designer had discovered a unique to-
pology that sounded better but did not measure better, we would expect
that topology to spread to other companies through "reverse engineer-
ing'' of the product with the superior sound.

It will be shown in the analysis below that none of the design
techniques found in the examined audio components can be expected
do anything that would affect the input/output transfer characteristic of
the electronics in a way that could affect the sound quality of the elec-
tronics-unless they also resulted in a change in the measured perfor-
mance. The results of the study of the circuits in this paper will thus
confirm the results of the controlled double-blind tests which have

shown that no sonic differences exist in audio components that measure
well.

1 A REVIEW OF THE STANDARD PRACTICE

Although nothing truly unique can be found in the design of au-
dio components, a number of circuit-design techniques can be seen in
audio equipment that are distinct from common design practice. Before
examining these differences, we shall first review the most common to-
pology used for amplification of audio signals when good performance
on standard measurements is the goal of the design.

The basic topology [7] is shown in Fig. 1. This topology is com-
monly used in audio-band integrated operational amplifiers. More com-
plicated designs with three voltage-gain stages (NE5534 for example)
are often used to achieve very low noise floors or operation at low sup-
ply voltages. The lack of a good pnp device in the standard IC process
also results in deviation from this standard topology. When the tight
matching properties of the transistors on a die in an integrated circuit
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are exploited, modifications of this topology can result in very low
noise and 16-bit settling [8] with a single gain stage. It should be noted
that this design by Scott Wurcer also requires a process that has high-
performance pnp devices. The topology in Fig. 1 is also used in high-
power audio power amplifiers, where the design may be fully discrete
or a combination of an integrated voltage-gain stage with discrete out-
put transistors.

QI and Qg form a standard differential pair. Q3 and Q4 form an
active load for this stage. The gain of this stage is set by the gm of Q1,
the output impedance of transistors Q2 and Q4, and the load from the
next stage. Since the output resistance of Q2 and Q4 will be large, the
gain of the circuit will be large at low frequencies, provided the circuit
is not loaded by the next stage. Q5 and current source 12form a follower
stage that keeps the input impedance of the second stage from loading
the first stage. In power amplifiers the follower also isolates the input
stage from the nonlinear base-emitter junction capacitance of the sec-
ond stage. This nonlinear capacitance, if not isolated, can lead to distor-

tion, given the large voltage swings at the output of the second stage
[9]. Cascoding the second gain stage will also eliminate this source of
distortion by keeping the VcEof Q0 relatively constant. The differential

pair in a power amplifier may also be cascoded in order to keep the Vc_
(or VDs if FETS are used) of Q1 and Q2at a low enough voltage so that
high-speed, low-noise devices can be used.

Transistors Q3 and Q4, in addition to providing an active load,
also perform the differential-to-single-ended conversion for the first
stage. This significantly improves the CMRR (common-mode rejection
ratio) for the first stage in comparison with a stage that does not have
this circuit [7]. High CMRR in a differential stage, in addition to requir-
ing a good differential-to-single-ended converter, also requires that the
tall have a high output resistance [7]. For this reason a current source is
used for the tail, instead of a resistor.

High CMRR is important when an amplifier is in a noninverting
feedback configuration. In this configuration the common-mode swing
is equal to the input signal swing. If the differential amplifier pair trans-
mits some common-mode signal to the second gain stage, then the sec-

ond stage will be unable to distinguish between the signal resulting

from the differential-mode gain Of the differential pair and the signal re-
sulting from the common-mode gain of the differential pair. This will
cause the feedback loop to respond to the common-mode signal that has



been amplified by the first stage. Consequently, the output will be dis-
totted because the amplifier no longer attempts to keep the voltage
across the summing junction at zero. This distortion results because the
voltage across the summing junction varies as the common-mode signal
at the input of the differential pair varies. Note that the small-signal
common-mode gain of a differential pair usually varies across the com-
mon-mode voltage range of the amplifier, adding to the distortion ef-
fect.

Q6 and the current source 12form the second gain stage. As in the
first stage, the low-frequency gain of the stage will be large because the
load on the stage comes from the output impedance of Q6, the output
impedance of the current source 12, and the input impedance of QT. Q7
and 14 form a follower circuit that prevents the second gain stage from
being loaded by the output stage. In power amplifiers, cascoding the
second stage will reduce distortion by isolating the active element (Q6)
from the large swings at the output of the stage. Added cost and re-
duced maximum signal swing are the disadvantages of the cascode
stage.

The output stage is a class A/B push-pull stage. It is formed with
Q8 and Q9 and is biased by D1 and D2. C1 compensates the amplifier.
The capacitor is in the Miller feedback configuration. This
configuration reduces the size of the capacitor, which is an advantage in
an integrated design and also moves the nondominant open-loop pole
of the amplifier to a higher frequency [10].

2 HIGH-END AUDIO DESIGN PRACTICE

Fig. 2 shows an amplifier stage that is typical of the topology

used in some high-end audio products. Il is often a simple resistor and
not an active element in these designs. A topology of this type is not
available as an integrated circuit, so the circuit of Fig. 2 is a discrete de-
sign. Audiophile products are usually discrete designs because design-
ers do not have sufficient freedom to optimize the parameters they be-
lieve are important when using commercial integrated circuits. The

principal advantages of discrete design from a measurement point of
view are the possibility of reduced noise levels and increased output
drive capability. A high-performance, small-signal level, discrete op-
amp usingthe standard topology is discussed by Jensen in [11]. The
downside of discrete design is that the circuit will be slowed down be-



cause of larger parasitics, and it may cost more. The former problem is
not a significant concern at audio frequencies.

It should be noted that many high-end products may have inte-
grated operational amplifiers in the signal path. The op-amps may often
precede or follow the more exotic discrete circuitry to be examined in
this paper. Since the op-amps have none of the design features that

high-end designers believe are require d to prevent sonic degradation,
this practice appears very strange. For example, high-end designers
who hold that an amplifier must use very low levels of feedback to pre-
vent sonic degradation may use op-amps that have high feedback levels
at low frequencies in the signal path [12]. Despite their deviation from
the "politically correct" techniques common to high-end design that we
shall look at in this section, electronics with integrated operational
amplifiers in the signal chain often receive very favorable reviews.

The first thing to be observed in Fig. 2 in comparison with Fig. 1
is that the amplifier stages have much lower low-frequency gains. This
is the result of emitter degeneration of the stages (R1and R3)and the re-
sistive loading of the stages' output (R2 and R4). Reduction of the gain
of the individual stages is an attempt to reduce the global feedback of
the circuit. This concept was first advanced by Otala [13], [14], al-
though Otala's analysis has not been accepted by some peer reviewers,
such as Cherry [15], Cordell [16], [17], and Jung [18]. By resistively
loading the first and second gain stages, the open-loop gain, and thus
the open-loop transfer function, becomes constant up to the 10 kHz to
50 kHz range, since the dominant pole will now be present at these
higher frequencies. The dominant pole position can be higher because
the open-loop gain is lower. But note that the gain-bandwidth product
of the amplifier remains unchanged.

Since the gain of the second stage' is low, Miller compensation is
not often used, and the dominant pole is usually set by a capacitor at the
output of the second gain stage. Sometimes no compensation capacitor
is required at all, if the open-loop transfer function is at a very low lev-
el. This is because the dominant pole of the amplifier is at a low enough
frequency to compensate the amplifier, and it is therefore not required
to add additional capacitance.

Often the additional poles associated with the unity-gain output
stage of the amplifier will prevent compensation of the amplifier with-
out a compensation capacitor. This problem becomes more difficult if
the output stage has to drive a reactive load. Some designers work



around this problem by picking the feedback off the second voltage-
gain stage and not the output. While this solves the problem of dealing
with the finite bandwidth of the output stage and driving reactive l'0ads,
it adds a new problem because the output stage is now running open-
loop. The open-loop output stage can be a source of significant distor-
tion. Surprisingly, some designers (Threshold and Coda, for example)
have been able to create power amplifiers whose output stage runs
open-loop with distortion below 1%, but these amplifiers never achieve
state-of-the-art distortion numbers. Running an output stage open-loop
is much more common in preamplifiers, but even so it is a technique
used in only a minority of the designs. Often manufactures claim their
amplifiers have no global feedback when they put the feedback loop be-
fore the output stage [19].

When the feedback network has reactive components, as in an
RIAA equalizer, stabilizing the amplifier becomes more challenging
because the return feedback function is no longer a constant. Picking
the feedback before the output stage solves this problem. With increas-
ing frequency, the R/AA network loads the amplifier, and the open-
loop gain of the amplifier decreases. The open-loop transfer function
thus has the desired property of being constant in the audio band. In
some design we have examined, the open-loop transfer function de-
creases at frequencies below 100 Hz because the open-loop gain of the
amplifier is then dominated by the output impedance of Q3 and 12and
not the feedback network. High distortion below 100 Hz is a conse-
quence of this.

The approach of keeping the amplifier's open-loop transfer func-
tion constant throughout the audio band increases distortion below the
dominant pole frequency. It is argued by the designers of such circuits
that distortion is not increased, since the gain stages have large amounts
of emitter or source degeneration in an attempt to linearize each volt-
age-gain stage. It is argued that this linearization allows for low distor-
tion even when the global feedback rates can be reduced. This argu-
ment is contradicted by the well-known result from feedback theory
that multiple small feedback loops will not be as effective as one global
loop [20]. Some designs may have no global feedback or very small
amounts of feedback (6 dB or less). In these cases designers must move
beyond local feedback and use more exotic methods of error cancella-

tion [21]. Tandberg is one manufacturer that has used this approach in
many products.
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The feedback rate in the various electronics examined here that

were said to "sound good" varied by 4 orders of magnitude at low fre-
quencies! Sometimes an amplifier will not receive a good review if the
"open-loop" (viz., subjective, no controls) tester knows he is listening
to a high-feedback design, but if the reviewer is unaware the design has
circuitry that uses high feedback, then the equipment may be praised
for excellent sound. An example of this was cited above--the use of
operational amplifiers, which can have very high feedback rates at low
frequencies, in the signal path of equipment that also has low-feedback
discrete stages.

Design of input stages with a very wide open-loop linear range
[18], [22] is often cited as important to a high-end designer. This is an
attempt to reduce transient intermodulation distortion. In brief, this ef-
fect occurs when an amplifier slew limits. Early work suggested that
transient intermodulation distortion could be eliminated only if small

level of global feedback were used [13]. Later work showed that the ef-
fect could be eliminated if the input stage linearity was made great
enough so that under worst-case conditions the summing junction is
never moved outside the linear range of the input stage [23]. The am-
plifier cannot slew limit as long the input stage remains linear. Design-
ers will use FET devices and/or degenerate the gain device in the front-
end differential pair to achieve the wide linear range.

Some researchers have suggested that this requirement results in
significant overdesign and that the transient intermodulation effect can-
not occur with bandlimited music signals [24]. This explains why hipo-
lar op-amps with no degeneration of the differential stages are acousti-
cally transparent in controlled listening tests. Also note that
sophisticated tests are not required to test for transient intermodulation
distortion. If an amplifier has low levels of THD at 20 kHz on full volt-
age swings, it is free of transient intermodulation distortion, If an in-
band test is required, then some unusual three-tone intermodulation
tests can be used [9].

The amount of degeneration of the input stages of amplifiers said
to "sound good" varied significantly from no degeneration on a bipolar
stage to orders of magnitude beyond the emitter (or source) resistance
of the active device.

Fig. 3 shows an amplifier that is designed to be fully complemen-
tary from the input stage onward. This relatively popular technique has
many different forms. Often Ri and R6 are replaced by active-element



based current sources for improved CMRR. Some designs may not in-
clude an output stage as shown in Fig. 3; others may have the stage.
The fully complementary design technique may be useful in reducing
.distortion in amplifiers that a_e run at low feedback levels. One reason
this is helpful in low-feedback designs is that, when large amounts of
local feedback are used in the second gain stage, the voltage swing at
the input of the stage (the bases of Q5 and Q6) must be larger, since the
stage's gain is reduced. As a result, the first gain stage's output swings

' are higher, and this stage can now contribute significant distortion. The
downside of a fully complementary amplifier is increased l/f noise and
dc offset, as well as decreased CMRR. The decreased CMRR results

because the differential-to-single-ended conversion occurs at the sec-
ond gain stage between the unmatched npn and pnp devices. In the dif-
ferential pair shown in Fig. 1, this conversion is done with matched pnp
devices. Another clear disadvantage of a fully complementary circuit is
increased parts count.

While a fully complementary amplifier may be overly complex
and may not always yield the best performance, one aspect of its design
can lower distortion over the standard topology. This aspect of the de-
sign is the push-pull second stage. This is especially tree in power am-
plifiers, where a large voltage swing occurs at the output of the second
gain stage. Achieving a push-pull second gain stage while retaining the
active load on the differential pair for high first-stage low-frequency
gain is not a trivial design problem. A circuit which does this was pub-
lished by Cordell [21]. A common-mode feedback circuit biases the ac-
tive loads of the first stage. High CMRR is maintained by using differ-
ential pairs for both the first and second stage. Differential-to-s!ngle-
ended conversion occurs in the second stage with an npn-based current
mirror. The combination of the above with cascodes in the second stage
and a buffer stage between the first and second stages results in an am-
plifier with remarkably low distortion levels. Despite its many advan-
tages, the circuit has never found a commercial realization--perhaps
because it measures too well to "soUnd good" to the indoctrinated open-
loop listener.

While complementary symmetry has been quite common in high-
end electronics said to "sound good," the latest trend is to single-ended
designs. Even complete power amplifiers have been designed with sin-
gle-ended output stages. These designs are receiving favorable reviews
now that "single-ended" has become the voguish buzzword among



open-loop listeners.
Another common trend in high-end design is the use of class A

output stages. Audiophile folklore has always held the view that class
A amplifiers "sound better." This can be carded as far as biasing the
output stage of a power amplifier into class A. Clearly, crossover dis-
tortion is possible in class A/B stages, but as SandstrOm has pointed out
this can be minimized [25] in good designs, which show very low
amounts of distortion at all signal levels. Cherry [26] has also identified
a potential source of distortion in class A/B amplifiers, but as his paper
explains this source can be easily dealt with.

Some power amplifiers are stated to be class A by manufacturers
so that audiophiles will think they "sound good," even when they are in
reality class A/B amplifiers with high quiescent currents levels. Other
amplifiers use dynamic biasing circuits that keep the output device
which is not driving the load biased to a small constant quiescent cur-
rent. This technically fits the definition of a class A amplifier, but since
the output devices still experience wide variations in current flow, the
problems identified by Sandstr0m still apply. This dynamic biasing ap-
proach has been adopted in nonaudio applications that must mn at low
power-supply voltages [27]. In these applications an emitter-follower
based output stage will not work, and the dynamic biasing circuit has
been shown to be a good way to bias a common-emitter output stage.
The designers of these dynamically biased output stages still refer to
them as class A/B and never class A. Audiophiles are not aware of such
distinctions and in open-loop listening tests they find amplifiers labeled
class A to have excellent sonic qualities in comparison with class A/B
amplifiers---even if the so-called class A amplifier passes into class
A/B above a certain signal level or if the amplifier labeled class A uses
dynamic biasing.

If a high-end designer is using an op-amp, he may put a load re-
sistor from the output to the negative supply rail to cause a large dc cur-
rent to flow. This dc current forces the npn output transistor on for the
full swing of the output, yielding class A operation [28]. Again the op~
erative word is may (in the sentence before the last), since this practice
is used in some designs but missing in many others. One design I have

examined got this backward s by placing the resistor to the positive sup-
ply rail, forcing the slow lateral pnp transistor on instead. Despite this
the amplifier has received good reviews. (The old football-team adage
"what the ref don't see don_t bother the ref" appears to apply to high-



end audio reviewers as well.)

There are other design trends in output stages which can be seen
in high-end designs. In low-level signal stages, current-limiting circuits
are not often used. Resistors in series with the output provide the cur-
rent limiting. In power amplifiers, current limiters may still not be used,
with designers relying on rail fuses to protect the amplifier. If current
limiting is used, it will not be the simple one-transistor foldback design.
It can be shown, using some novel test procedures, that an improperly
designed current-protection circuit can activate prematurely into real
loudspeaker loads [29], [30]; thus, relatively sophisticated protection
circuits are required. The effect of carefully designed current-protection
circuits can be measured by checking to see if the voltage output is re-
duced when driving reactive loads. Often these tests must be done on a

dynamic basis because the amplifier may have inadequate heat sinks for
steady-state testing [6]. Table 2 shows, among many other things, the
variety of protection schemes used in power amplifiers. It should be
noted that many amplifiers said to "sound good" in open-loop listening
test have protection circuitry which operates poorly.

Some designers state that their products "sound good" because of
extensive use of field effect transistors. Designers' typical explanation
for this is that FETs perform more like tubes. More scientific explana-
tion for using these devices includes the fact that FETs do not require a
dc current at the gate, that FETs increase the input stage's linear dy-
namic range (a requirement for some designers, as explained above),
and that FETs are more robust into overload and short-circuit condi-

tions (an important attribute if the amplifier has limited protection cir-
cuits, as explained above). Some IC manufactures often encourage the
use of BiFET op-amps for better sound quality, using the explanation
that they have a distortion characteristic more like tubes [31]. This begs
the question that if the distortion numbers are very low, why does it
matter what the characteristics of the distortion are?

The well-known downside of FET devices is that they have lower
gm for a given bias current. Thus a source follower will have higher dis-
tortion levels than a bipolar device if the bias currents are constant. 1/f

noise can also be a problem in an input stage. Crossover distortion can
be a significant problem with MOSFETs, not easily dealt with by
means of global negative feedback [21]. A complete discussion of the

tradeoffs between FETs and bipolar devices in the output stages of
power amps is beyond the scope of this paper, as these represent real



engineering tradeoffs not based on anecdotal sonic considerations. See
[6] for more details.

Radically overdesigned power supplies are sometimes used in
high-end audio equipment, especially for low-level electronics. It is not
uncommon to see power transformers and rectifiers much larger than
required to drive the power supplies. Perhaps the added size and weight
of the components cause open-loop listeners to think it "sounds better."

Multiple stages of regulation are often used [32]. Sometimes this
is carried to the point where each active amplifier has its own local reg-
ulator. Discrete regulators are often used instead of cheaper monolithic
devices. Again, no consistent design practice is observable, since inex-
pensive monolithic regulators often drive complex, discrete, active
electronics in some designs. On the other hand, very complex discrete
regulators often are used to drive low-cost op-amps. This approach is
common in high-end Japanese designs. One interesting feature in the
high-end Japanese designs is the use of a complete push-pull output
stage in the regulator. It is unclear why a positive regulator should ever
be required to sink current. One assumes that it has a role in reducing
transient noise signals on the supply line.

Sometimes high-end discrete regulator stages use no global feed-
back. This approach, perhaps an attempt to mimic the low-feedback de-
sign of the active stages, results in a less capable regulator with much
higher output impedance. Some high-end designs will be dual-mono
right to the power cord. Other designers will use supply rails for both
channels derived from a single voltage regulator.

Perhaps the greatest deviation in power-supply design occurs in
power amplifiers. Some amplifiers will have complete regulation of all
active elements, including the output stage. Holding the output-stage
voltage rails constant is counterproductive if a purely engineering anal-
ysis is applied. A much more logical approach would be to dynamically
vary the power supply voltage to the output stage so that the VBc (or
VDs)of the device could be held constant. This would linearize the out-
put stage and allow for the use of faster devices with lower VBco (or

VDs(ma_)).Despite the technical quicksand that power amplifiers with
regulated output stages stand on, the open-loop sonic descriptions have
often been very favorable.

Most power amplifiers do not have regulated output-stage supply
rails, but some have regulated rails for the voltage-gain stages. This ap-
proach improves distortion performance, reduces crosstalk if the pow-



er-amp channels share the same power supply, and increases immunity
to power-line noise. The downside of regulating the voltage-gain stages
is a significant increase in complexity because the regulated voltage
must be higher than the unregulated voltage applied to the output stage
if the available output-voltage swing is not to be limited by the regulat-
ed supply. This requires additional transformer windings for the regu-
lated power supply. One interesting way to have voltage rails at a lower
potential than the output-stage rails, without losing headroom, is to de-
sign the output stage with a small amount of gain. This approach,
which is used by Bryston, trades power-supply complexity for output-
stage complexity. Again, so-called "good-sounding" power amplifiers
use no consistent power-supply design, as can be seen in Table 2.

Designers often make a big deal about the effect passive compo-
nents can have on sound quality. Teflon PC boards, silver wire, and
very expensive bulk-metal resistors are just a few of the strange things
that may be found in high-end audio designs, but most of the emphasis
appears to be on capacitors.

Fig. 4 shows the locations where capacitors can be used in an ac-
five amplifier. C1 rejects any dc voltage present at the input of the cir-
cuit. In addition, it ensures that any dc bias current required by the
stage will not be sourced from the circuit preceding it. This prevents
clicks and pops during the operation of passive potentiometers and
switches, such as could result if dc current flowed in these components.
Ri provides any bias current required by the stage and sets the dc refer-
ence voltage for the stage. The use of a FET at the circuit's input will
also eliminate any bias currents. Cl is thus often elimin,ated if a FET in-
put is used. C3prevents any dc offset present at the output of the stage
from passing to the next stage.

While C3blocks any dc that could be passed to the next stage, it
does not prevent headroom loss in high-gain circuits due to the pres-
ence of a large dc offset at the active circuit's output. Placing C2 in the
feedback loop solves this problem, since it reduces the dc gain of the
stage to unity and the dc offset is not amplified. This approach often re-
duces the offset to less than 10 reV, and it thus becomes possible to
eliminate C3.

Manufacturers will often claim a stage is direct-coupled if C1and
C3are not present, even if C2 is. They claim the circuit "sounds better"
because the capacitors have been eliminated from the signal path, and
these amplifiers do very well in open-loop listening tests. This is not



logical because, if any signal degradation results from the presence of a
capacitor, it can be caused by C2 as easily as by the other capacitors. C1
and C3are outside the closed-loop amplifier, so any nonlinearity direct- '
ly affects the output, but any nonlinearity in C2 will also directly affect
the output, since C2is in the feedback loop, not the forward loop, and
thus it is not lineadzed by the feedback amplifier.

In almost all designs, R2 and R3 will be significantly smaller than
R1 and R4. This results in a requirement that C2 must be significantly
larger than Cl or C3 if the poles that result from each of the capacitors
are to be in the same place. Often designers will not place electrolytic
capacitors in the signal path [33]. As a result, parts cost for capacitors
can become very high. Sometimes designers will use film Capacitors for
C1 and C3 because these capacitances are not so large as to make the
cost and size of a film capacitor unacceptable, but for C2an electrolytic
will be used. This approach makes no engineering sense, since C2 is
physically larger than C1or C3and it carries a larger displacement cur-
rent; thus any distortion mechanism due to capacitors will dominantly
come from C2.

Some designers eliminate coupling capacitors completely. The dc
offset is reduced with trim pots or active circuitry in the feedback path
[34]. The active circuitry is often called a dc servo. The dc servo is
widely used in nonandio electronics, where establishing the required dc
level of the circuit is difficult or where a complete monolithic imple-
mentation of a system with no external components is required. There
are no purely engineering reasons to use this complex scheme in the au-
dio applications under discussion here.

One example of such a circuit is shown in Fig, 5. The added oper-
ational amplifier, C4, C5, Rs, and R6 form a noninverting integrator. R7
sums the servo into the active stage. Note that the presence of R7 will
change the closed-loop gain of the active stage, but this change is easily
calculated. In the audio band, the signal at the output of the integrator is
significantly attenuated and the integrator is effectively out of the cir-
cuit, although some audio designers who do not use dc servos argue
that the presence of the integrator somehow still affects the sound. At
dc, the integrator forces the gain stage's output to become equal to the
integrator's dc input offset. Very low-offset op-amps that are not de-
signed for audio applications can be used for the integrator op-amp be-
cause it is not in the signal path at audio frequencies; however, for
some reason known only to the designer, the integrator stage is some-

?



times formed not with a precision op-amp but with discrete compo-
nents.

' The disadvantage of the dc servo is added complexity; further-
more, a failure of the servo or the amplifier can be catastrophic, with
the possibility that the full power-supply rail will be present at the cir-
cuit's output. In preamps that use capacitors for dc blocking at the out-
put such a situation is not possible. Ideally, a dc detection circuit should
be placed at the output of any unit using a dc servo, but this is rarely
done. In the event of a component failure, the dc detector would mute
the output.

3 CONCLUSION

The examination of the topologies of audio equipment said to
"sound good" has shown little commonality in the designs. Some de-
signs use no feedback, others a small amount, and yet others a large
amount at low frequencies. Some designers include the output stage in
the feedback loop; others do not. Some designers will use no capacitors
in the signal path; others will use only expensive film caps, while still
others use less expensive electrolytics. Some designers will use com-
plex power-supply regulators, while others will use no regulation at all
in power amplifiers. Some designers will work mostly With F-ETs; oth-
ers use only bipolar devices. Some designers use fully complementary
circuits, while others use only single-ended circuits. Some designers
use ICs in the signal path or for voltage regulation; others will use only
discrete designs. Some designers may even mix design styles within a
given unit.

The random nature of the designs strongly suggests that no "X
factor" parameter is being optimized. Instead, we can assume that the
designer, using open-loop listening tests, has convinced himself that the
changes he is making to the circuitry are affecting the sound. In this
process---design, listen open-loop, design---_e ckcuit designer has no
checks and balances to guide him in his work. Open-loop listening is to
a very great extent subject to the biases of the listener, and a designer
wanting to prove that his new idea is better-sounding is clearly biased.

Closed-loop listening tests would show if a change were truly happen-
ing when a circuit change was implemented, but designers are unhappy
when a new circuit idea is shown by such tests to be of no consequence.
They thus try to dismiss the controlled test results, instead of facing the

8



reality that electronics exhibiting proper measurements are sonically
transparent.

This can often work in reverse. A designer might not use in his
circuit an expensive component that would result in a measurable
change in the device's performance because he has convinced himself
through open-loop listening tests that the better component produces no
sonic change. That is probably the reason why a lot of very expensive
high-end equipment uses inexpensive D/A converters or digital interpo-
lation filters. Considerably less expensive mainstream components, of-
ten said to sound less good in open-loop listening tests, use much bet-
ter-performing parts.

The results of the study of the circuits in this paper confirm the
results of the controlled double-blind test which have shown that no
sonic differences exist in audio electronics that measure well. When

double-blind listening test are performed, random answers occur to the
question "Which component sounds better?". When circuits that are
claimed to "sound better" are analyzed, random design techniques are
noted. Both analysis techniques, approaching the subject from opposite
ends, converge to the same conclusion: audio electronics that measure
properly will sound acoustically transparent. No "X factor" exists. De-
signers are wasting their time developing audio equipment using the
"design, listen, design" approach because they are not using controlled
techniques in the "listen" part of the process. If controlled techniques
were used, the designers would discover that audio design is no differ-
ent form other electronic design. It is done with a set of specifications,
with paper and pencil, with computer analysis programs, and with labo-
ratory measurements.

It should also be noted that audity--high-end audio in particu-
lar-appears to be the only technological discipline suffering from the
peculiar attitudinal syndrome discussed above. You will not find auto-
motive engineers, for example, claiming that one brand of spark plug
(or ignition wiring or distributor) with exactly the same specifications
and measured performance as another "feels better" when driving, and
certainly not that it makes the car go faster!

We are faced with so many real problems in audio design. It is

time for the designers of audio electronics to recognize that they are not
accomplishing anything and move on to the solution of those real prob-
lems.
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<............................................................................... r............................ LINE AMPLIFIER.--

<......................... -DifferentialPair ......................... > Follower <.............. Second Gain Stage ....
Stage

MODEL Active Comple- Biased by Cascode Load Active Cascode Load
Element mentary Current Stage Element Stage

Symmetry Source

Aeurus P10 (phono) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
$395.00
Adcom GFP-565 NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC) NA (IC)
$799.95
Aragon 18k (line) Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Active
$995.O0
B&K PRO10-MC JFET No Yes Yes Resistor No Bipolar No Active

Table 1. Comparison of significant $698.00
preamplifier topologies. Borbely Audio I JFET 2 Yes NA Yes Resistor No Bipolar Yes Active

(Model numbers and prices may (partial kit form only)
not be entirely up-to-date but are

still representative.) Boulder "Ultimate" [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990- [JE-990-
$5299.00 based] based] based] based] based] based] based] based] based]

BrystonBP20 Bipolar Yes No No Resistor No Bipolar No Active
$1395.00

Citation 21 Bipolar Yes No No Resistor Yes Bipolar No Resistor
$629.00

Coda 01 JFET No Yes No Resistor No MOSFET Yes Resistor
$2500.00

JE-990 Bipolar No Yes No Active Yes Bipolar No Active
(basic discrete op-amp)
Krell KRC-2 Bipolar 4 Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Resistor
$3700.00
New England Audio Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Active
(partial kit form [35])

PS Audio 5.5 JFET No Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Resistor
$1195.00

Rotel RHA.10 Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Active
$1799.90

1Dolan PM1 has similar phono amplifier Jeff Rowland JFET Yes Yes Yes Resistor No NA NA NA
2Common-source input stage ;'Coherence One" (Folded)
3Output.stage not in feedback loop $4600.00
4Open-loop JFET/Bipolar composite

follower is before this stage Sumo Athena II Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar No Resistor
5Bipolar predriver stage $828.00
6Input connected to emitter follower which

drives common-emitter input stage Tandberg TCA-3018A Bipolar 6 Yes NA No Active No Bipolar Yes Resistor
7No global NFB used; Hawksford distortion- $2299.00

correction circuit used at output stage

14 Threshold FET ten/e IFET No Yes No Active No MOSFET Yes Active
$5700.00 (hi + pc)



......................................................................................................... > <.............. PHONO AMPLIFIER ............. >

.......... > Output <, ....... Coupling Capacitors ....... > Total No. Power 50 Hz 500 Hz 2122 Hz Notes
Stage of Tran. Supply Pole Zero Pole

Push-Pull C1 C2 C3 sistors Voltage

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA SeeA SeeA SeeA SeeE

NA (IC) NA (IC) No No No/Film NA (IC) +18 See A See A See A See C/D/F

Yes MOSFET No No Film 8 +20 NA NA NA

Yes Bipolar DC serv0 DC servo DC servo 13 + 1 IC ±30 See A See A See A See E

Yes MOSFET DC servo DC servo DC servo 10 + 3 ICs +24 Active Active Passive Stage 1 for
Stage 2 Stage 2 AfLstage1 gain only

[JE-990- [JE-990- DC servo DC servo DC servo ? +25 See B See B See B See C/D
based] based] Stage 2 for

gain only

Yes Bipolar Film Electro- Film 10 ±24 Active Active Active Stage2 is
lyric Stage1 Stage1 Stage2 inverting

Yes None Electro- Electro- Electro- 8 ±23 See B See B See B See C/D/F
lytic lytic lytic Stage2is

unity-gain

Yes Bipolar 3 No No No 12 +30 Active Active Active See C/D
Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage 1

No Bipolar NA NA NA 9 Varies NA NA NA

Yes Bipolar 5 DC servo DC servo DC servo 13 ±20 NA NA NA

Yes MOSFET DC servo DC servo DC servo 16 ±25 Passive Passive Passive 3-stage
w/predr.5 Aft. stage 1 Aft. stage 1 Aft. stage 2 design

No MOSFET Film No 'Lyric + 10 ±30 Passive Passive Passive Active
filmbyp. Aft.stage1 Aft.stage1 Att stage1 stagesfor

gain only

Yes Bipolar 'Lytic No 'Lytic 10 ±24 NA NA NA

NA Bipolar DC servo DC servo DC servo ? +20 Passive Passive Gmcell, no 3-stage'de-
Aft. stage 2 Afl, stage 2 global FB sign (stg. 2 A. All equalization is performed in one

Stage 1 buffers 1) noninverting active stage.
B. All equalization is performed in the first active stage.

Yes Bipolar Film Electro- NP 'lytic 10 +35 See A Seca See A See C/D/F C. An extra zero is added to reduce the
lyric +film byp. reactive load of the network on the stage.

D. The added zero is canceled by a passive
Yes BipolarS, 7 No No Film 16 :t:22 Active: Gm Active: Gm RC ntwk Stage 2 network at some point in the circuit.

cell, no cell, no in Gmcell · buffers E. A zero at approximately 130 kHz is not canceled.
global FB global FB Stage 1 stage 1 & F. The output impedance of the phono stage is high.
Stage1 Stage1 addsgain

No Bipolar DC servo DC servo DC servo 11 + 1 lC ±18 See A See A See A See C/D 15
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I , s_ .t

Buffer
Stage or
Compound

<.............................. .DOrferential Pair ............................... > 2nd Stage <............

MODEL Active Comple- Biased by Cascode Load Active
Element mentary Current Stage Element

Symmetry Source

J, W. Bongiorno Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar
"Ampzi!la m" [36]
(no longer offered)

Aragon 4004 MKH Bipolar Yes Yes Yes Resistor Yes Bipolar
$1850.00

Table 2. Comparison of significant
B&K Sonata M-200 Bipolar No Yes Yes Active Yes Bipolar

power amplifier topologies. $998.00 each (mono)
(Model numbers and prices may

not be entirely up-to-date but are Borbely Audio [37] Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor Yes Bipolar
still representative.) (kit,madein Germany)

Bryston 4B NRB Bipolar Yes No No Resistor No Bipolar
$2195.00

Citation 22 Bipolar Yes Yes Yes Resistor Yes Bipolar
$1149.00

Cordell Bipolar No Yes Yes Active Yes Bipolar
(prototype)
[21]

Didden Bipolar No Yes Yes Resistor No Bipolar
(prototype)
[38]

Hailer Series 9500 JFET Yes Self-biased Yes Resistor No Bipolar
Transnova
$1800.00

McIntosh MCS00 Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor No Bipolar
$6,500.00

1Nonlinearloadimplementssoft clipping. NewEngland Analog Bipolar Yes Yes Yes Resistor Yes Bipolar
2The collector of the noninverting side of the (plans only [35])

differential pair is terminated into the

emitter of the second gain stage. This is Parasound HCA-2200H JFET Yes Self-biased Yes Resistor No Bipolar
a folded-cascode-like topology. $1695.00

3part of a closed-loop feedback amplifier

built around the output section. PS Audio PS 100 Delta JFET No Yes Yes (dy- Resistor Yes Bipolar
4The Hawksford distortion correction circuit $1195.00 namic bias)

is used at the output stage.

5Dynamic output-bias-current set keeps R.E. Designs LN'PA 150 Bipolar Yes No No Resistor No Bipolar
quiescent current constant under
different load conditions. $2700.00 the pair (mono)

6Diamond Differential (X-cell) configuration Rotel RHB-10 Bipolar Yes Yes No Resistor Yes Bipolar
biased with floating voltage sources. $2699.90

Sansui Bipolar Yes6 Yes No Resistor No Bipolar
16 Vintage Au-XgllDG

$1250.00



Regulated Output Number
Supplies Predriver and Type
on V Gain Stage(s) of OutPut

..... Second Gain Stage .................... > Stages and Type Devices <.-Coupling Capacitors..> Protection

Cascode Load' Push-Pull C1 C2
Stage

No Active Yes No 2 3perside Nonpolar No A
Bipolar (balanced) electrolytic (DC servo)

- Bipolar

No Active Yes No 1 4 No NP 'lyric + A, B, E
Bipolar Bipolar film bypass

No Active No No None 1 No No ?
MOSFET 1 (DC servo)

No 2 Active Yes No 1 2 Film No A
MOSFE T MOSFET (DC servo)

No Active Yes Yes 3 4 Film Electrolytic B, D, I
Bipolar 3 Bipolar

No Resistor Yes No 2 4 Electrolytic No B, F, I
Bipolar Bipolar

Yes Active Yes Yes 3 1 .Film No ?
Bipolar MOSFET 4

Yes Resistor 1 No Yes (dynam- 2 4 Film No H, I
iccascodeon Bipolar Bipolar 5 (DC servo)
output stage)

Yes Output Yes Yes None 4 No ElectrolyticA
stageloads MOSFET +filmbyp.
2nd stage

Yes Active Yes No 2 l0 Electrolytic Electrolytic B,D,E,F
Bipolar Bipolar

No Resistor Yes Yes 1 4 No No D,I
Bipolar Bipolar (DCservo)

No Active Yes Yes 1 6 No No A, B, D, E Protection
MOSFET Bipolar (DC servo) A--DC rail fuses

No Resistor Yes No 1 2 No No B, G, I B--Thermal sensing
Bipolar Bipolar C--Second-stage current limiting

D--Output-stage current limiting

No 2 Active Yes Yes (output 1 2 No Electrolytic A E---DC input sensing
stage also) Bipolar Bipolar + film byp. F--Excess input sensing

G--Output fuse in feedback loop

No Active Yes No 2 5 Electrolytic Electrolytic A, B, D, E H--SOA monitor circuit (analog)
Bipolar Bipolar I---Outputdiodestoblockinductivekick

No Active Yes No 2 1 per side No No E, F
Bipolar (balanced) 17

Bipolar


